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Watch the video for

Arts e Teaching UNIT

Blended Learning
Bootcamp 2

IN ARTS WEST

BOOTCAMP iCHampS

MISSION OBJECTIVES
A pre-semester Blended Learning Boot Camp for Faculty of Arts teaching staff
has proven to be an effective professional development model. Teaching staff
are inspired and supported to explore and implement eLearning approaches
and innovative tools in their teaching. The Boot Camp model provides an
authentic experiential learning process through focussed intensive work.
The immersive program aims to support staff through practical skill-building,
thinking through learning designs, and optimising the relationship between the
LMS/virtual space & the physical classroom, to enhance active and engaged
learning.

Best Practise
LMS

Collection Management
(ACUR90007_2017_SM1)
Alex Ellem,

School of Culture and Communications

PADLET
ALL STARS

The Boot Camp Framework
LMS makeover and Padlet strategies: Padlet was used to collate
and display curated art work categories for Art Acquisition
Reverse Thinking exercises, as preparation for the students
Acquisition Report assignment.

Law in Social Theory
(SOLS30001_2017_SM1)
Senior Lecturer
in Socio-Legal Studies, Criminology
School of Social and Political Sciences
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Dr Jennifer Balint,
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• Showcase of examples from different disciplines
within Arts
• Blended Learning approaches and learning design
• Interdisciplinary discussion and exchange of ideas
• eTools to facilitate active learning in the classroom
• Redesign a topic or activity: design thinking and
incremental change (introduce one tool, do
something innovative with one topic, create one or
two videos etc).
• Blended Learning activity planning & preparation:
scoping, holistic planning, outcome setting
• Implementation and integration in the LMS
• Follow up support and assistance
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The 3 day bootcamp program includes an intensive one
day program focused on showcasing, digital pedagogies
and affordances of technological tools, hands-on
exploration of tools, learning design framework and
blended learning planning. On days 2 & 3, participants
choose optional skill-building workshops and clinics,
work on their chosen project and implement the
eLearning element/s in the LMS ready for the start of
teaching. Workshops cover eTools to enhance student
participation, collaboration, engagement and active
learning, including: Polling, Padlet, Powerpoint to Prezi,
DIY video, green screen/high quality production video,
LMS makeovers.

ACTIVE
LEARNING
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the Program
Using Prezi embedded in the LMS, an interactive Roadmap
was created with weekly learning materials, theories, case
studies and activities. Readings, padlet wall links, videos,
pdfs, images and audio files are incorporated.

• Day 1: Intensive program, showcasing, discussion, hands-on
exploration of tools, learning design framework & blended
learning planning.
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Jordan Old

Media production
equipment specialist.
In-class polling
polleverywhere.com

Mitch Buzza

Prezi & LMS best
practice
360 imaging & 3D
scanning.
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Poetry and Poetics
(CWRI30006_2017_SM1)
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• Day 2 & 3: Choose from workshops on Polling, Padlet, Prezi,
DIY video, high production & green screen video, Sketchfab,
LMS makeovers, use of loans equipment for teaching &
assessment. Implementation & setup in the subject’s LMS.

Blended Learning
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BLEND ‘til
the END!
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Acting Co-ordinator,
School of Culture and Communications
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Cameron Dunlop
High quality video
production.
DIY video making
options

Meredith Hinze
Learning Design
Padletry & LMS best
practice
Digital pedagogy

High-end production introductory subject video, incorporating
curated site of recommended poetry resources in Scoop-It.
A reflective journal in the LMS was also implemented into the
subject.

Tactics and Strategy for Bootcamp success
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Dr Linda Weste,

Showcase and include lots of opportunities for discussion. Encourage an open-minded approach.
Focus on the pedagogy not technology.
Keep sessions active, model good practice.
Don’t try to change too much, too quickly. Take an incremental approach – change one aspect or incorporate
one new tool each semester. Focus on what is practically achievable, self-sustaining and scalable.
Look for the easy wins – goal focussed, manageable, achievable and adds value.
Integrate tool exploration and learning design.
Empower the agency of the teaching staff member.
Be upfront and realistic about the affordances and limitations of various approaches and tools.
Emphasise tool flexibility. Best results are achieved when staff can apply tools/approaches to suit their subject
content and learning objectives.
Implement in the LMS & Grade Centre.
Follow–up (drop-in help sessions, one-on-one consultations, resource scaffolding)
Include an evaluation process from the perspective of both student and teacher.

Underworld and Afterlife
(ANCW30011_2017_SM1)

Dr Monique Webber,

Honorary Fellow in Classics and Archaeology,

SchooL of Historical and Philosophical Studies

PADLET
ALL STARS

Mission debrief

• The non-prescriptive approach to exploring the affordances of eTools was very successful. Staff applied the tools
in their subjects in ways we hadn’t seen before!
• The Bootcamp model provides for a constant evolution in how the tools and approaches are applied.
• Bootcamp is an adaptable and scalable model for professional development.
• Staff agency is important - when staff come up with their own ideas in how to apply Blended Learning
approaches in their teaching, this enhances their sense of skill development, ownership and confidence.
• Interdisciplinary approach generated stimulating discussion and networking.

Padlet walls were used to analyse objects, and extend students’ knowledge
through informal discussion. A video was made to show students how to
use Padlet in the context of the subject. Student contributions on Padlet
walls influenced the class direction for the week, with further questions
and links driven through LMS announcements. 3D scans of historical
artefacts were also incorporated.
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Sign up today. Your students need you!

